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Translation:
Rabbi Elazar says: Be diligent in the
study of Torah, and know what to
answer to the heretic. Know
before whom you labor. And your
Employer is faithful that He will
pay to you the wages/reward for
your work.

reply to a heretic He
said, it is necessary that you learn
subjects so that you may give reply with
them to the atheists of idolatrous
peoples; you should dispute them and
answer them if they question you. They
said (Sanhedrin 38b): This applies only
to a gentile atheist; however, in the case
of a Jewish heretic, [if you were to
dispute him] he would certainly
advocate heretical opinions all the
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Know before Whom, etc. Know that
when you are involved in Torah study,
the Shechinah stands directly before
you. As the Talmud says, "Once the
Temple was destroyed, all Hashem has
from this world is the area where
halachah, Torah law, is decided"
(Berachos 5a).

